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 Subject:    All Hail King Charles Worksheet

I. True or false.

1. Charles III was the longest-serving heir-presumptive in British history.

2. Charles III studied at a Welsh boarding school.

3. Princess Diana was Charles’ first wife.

4. Prince Philip is Charles’ presumed successor. 

5. Charles III has remained in the  good graces of the public ever since his first public appearance. 

Answer Key:  1. True, 2. False, 3. True, 4. False, 5. False

II. Match the words with their synonyms.

1. heir 

2. prematurely

3. royal

4. proffer

5. affinity

Answer Key: 1. a, 2. c, 3. b, 4. e, 5. d

III. Look at the royal family tree and fill the gaps. 

father / sons / daughter / wife / husband / grandmother / grandson

1.  Prince Philip was Queen Elizabeth II’s _______.

2.  Prince William is the ________ of Queen Elizabeth II.  
The Queen was his __________.

3. Prince Charles married Diana. She became his ____. 

4. Queen Elizabeth II had one  _________ and three ____. 

5. Prince Harry is a ______ of two. 

Answer Key: 1. husband; 2. grandson, grandmother; 
3. wife; 4.  daughter, sons; 5. father

                                                 

a. successor 

b. imperial

c. too soon

d. empathy

e. suggest
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IV. Fill in the gaps with the correct preposition

1. Charles III has just become the new king __ England.

2. The monarch should avoid commenting __ political matters.

3. Queen Elizabeth II was seen __ the model monarch. 

4. Princess Diana gained her popularity thanks to the natural affinity she had ____ the public.

5. Charles III was born __ 1948. 

Answer Key: 1. of, 2. on. 3. as, 4. with, 5. in

V. Correct the mistakes in sentences.

1.  Charles’ early life therefore has been spent largely under the watchful eye of nannies, courtiers and extended family members.

2.  Charles’ first real emergency into royal duty came in 1969 when he was invested by his mother as Prince of Wales during an 
ancient ceremony at Caernarfon Castle.

3.  The United Kingdom has a so-named constitutional monarchy, in which the sovereign is expected to remain an apolitical 
figure who does not comment on political matters.

4.  Diana’s own enormous popularity, gained through the natural affinity she has been having with the public, proved problematic 
for Charles.

Answer key:  
1. Charles’ early life therefore was spent largely…;  
2. Charles’ first real emergence into royal duty...;  
3. The United Kingdom has a so-called constitutional monarchy…;  
4.  Diana’s own enormous popularity, gained through the natural 

affinity she had with the public…; 


